MEMO

This is a working draft document, subject to future revisions.

MEMORANDUM
Vessel:

M/V WHATCOM CHIEF

Engineer:

Michael Johnson

Reference:

17098-03M

Date:

March 29, 2018

Subject:

Lummi Island Ferry System – Task 4.1 – Vessel Alternatives Analysis

Preliminary

INTRODUCTION
Whatcom County operates a ferry service to Lummi Island using the WHATCOM CHIEF. The
ferry service is at capacity during the summer months, with passengers sometimes experiencing
wait times up to two hours. Whatcom County Public Works and the Lummi Island Ferry
Advisory Council (LIFAC) are reviewing alternatives to support their ongoing Level of Service
(LOS) initiative. This memorandum describes three alternative vessel sizes for evaluation
against long-term LOS goals for the Lummi Island Ferry System.
VESSEL ALTERNATIVES
In order to determine the correct size of a replacement vessel, three alternative vessel sizes, with
capacities of 20, 28, and 34 vehicles were developed. For each option, estimates of overall
vessel dimensions, weight, and required propulsion and electrical power were calculated. A
voyage model and trip schedule for each alternative was constructed to estimate required trip
duration between terminals. Peak and scheduled vessel capacity was estimated based on trip
duration and vessel operating schedule.
Vessel Particulars
Vessel particulars for each of the alternatives were estimated using the following assumptions:




Vessel transit speed of 10 knots
Vessel beam sufficient for four vehicle lanes, a 10-foot wide deckhouse, and an ADA
accessible walking path between the two ends of the vessel
Deckhouse equipped with passenger seating on the main deck, a small crew quarters on an
intermediate deck above the passenger space, and a pilothouse on the uppermost deck

Vessel beam and overall length was determined by estimating the vehicle deck area needed to
accommodate the required number of cars, using an Automobile Equivalent (AEQ) of 18'-6" x
8'-6" per vehicle. The AEQ includes an allowance for clearance around and between typical
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vehicles. The remaining physical dimensions of each vessel alternative were adjusted iteratively
until a balance between weight and volume was achieved. Vessel draft was limited to 7.5 feet
for the calculations. Note that draft of the final design can be adjusted to accommodate draft
restrictions at the existing terminals if necessary.
Vessel lightship weight was estimated parametrically using estimating relationships established
from a database of similar vessels, utilizing six categories: ship structure, propulsion machinery,
electoral power, electronics, and outfit. A margin of 10 percent was applied to vessel lightship
weight. Vessel deadweight values for passengers, crew, vehicles, fuel, provisions, stores, and
potable water were also calculated. Vehicles were estimated at 5,000lb per vehicle, and
passengers at 185lb each.
A first estimate of required propulsion power was calculated using a regression approach
developed by Holtrop [1]. To ensure adequate power for maneuvering, minimum horsepower
was also calculated using the ratio of 2.2 BHP per LT of vessel weight. Required generator size
was also estimated.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Simple concept layouts of each option are provided in
Appendix A.
Table 1: Vessel Particulars

WHATCOM
CHIEF

20 Car
Ferry

28 Car
Ferry

34 Car
Ferry

Length Overall (ft)

100

120

160

175

Maximum Beam (ft)

44

48

50

50

Depth (ft)

10.97

12

13.0

13.5

Draft (ft)

6

7

7.25

7.5

Lightship Weight (LT)

129

254

374

427

Design Displacement (LT)

192

334

478

548

Vehicle Capacity, AEQ

16

20

28

34

Car Lanes

4

4

4

4

Est. Passenger Seating

36

36

52

60

Number of Passengers

100

150

150

150

3

3

3

3

Propulsion Power (HP)

2 x 240

2 x 400

2 x 525

2 x 600

Generator Capacity (kW)

2 x 35

2 x 50

2 x 55

2 x 60

Number of Crew

Voyage Model
Voyage models for each alternative were developed based on the current ferry route and
schedule. Ferry load/unload times are based on a rates of 10.7 cars per minute and 60 passengers
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per minute, which correlate with the 10-minute trip schedule for the WHATCOM CHIEF and
prior observations of actual traffic. Assumptions for maneuvering speed and distance were also
included to build a time model for a one-way trip. The voyage model estimates are shown in
Table 2.
The WHATCOM CHIEF can accommodate 16 AEQ and has seating for 36 passengers. The
scheduled trip time is 10 minutes; with scheduled departures from a given terminal every 20
minutes during peak operating hours. During periods of high traffic, additional cars are loaded
as space allows. At peak travel times, the vessel will sometimes carry up to 20 cars plus 48 to 50
passengers. Accommodating trailers or commercial vehicles also increases loading time. When
the vessel is near capacity, particularly with high volumes of pedestrians and bicycles, loading
can take up to 10 minutes. Under these conditions, one-way trip times approach15 minutes, and
peak capacity is effectively 40 to 43 cars per hour with the current vessel.
With the current terminals and vessel, cars and pedestrians are loaded and unloaded in sequence
to ensure safety. Due to the width of the trestles and transfer spans, cars are loaded single file.
Future terminal upgrades or replacements may provide the opportunity to allow loading cars two
abreast (two-lane loading), and to provide a dedicated walkway for passengers, allowing
passengers and cars to safely load simultaneously. Both single-lane and two-lane car loading
was analyzed to assess effect on vessel schedule and capacity if the terminals were upgraded.
For single lane loading, cars and pedestrians were assumed to load sequentially per current
practice. For two-lane loading, pedestrians and cars were assumed to load simultaneously.
Table 2: Voyage Models

Time (minutes)
for Single Lane
Loading

Activity

Time (minutes)
for Two Lane Loading

20
Car

28
Car

34
Car

20
Car

28
Car

34
Car

Load

2.25

3.45

4.1

0.93

1.31

1.64

Departure (assume .125
nm)
Transit

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.94

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

Arrival (assume .125 nm)

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

Unload

2.25

3.45

4.1

0.93

1.31

1.64

0

2.61

1.3

2.64

1.9

1.24

10.0

15.0

15.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

60

56

68

60

84

102

Slack
Total Crossing Time (one
way):
Peak Throughput, cars per
hour (one-way):

Only the 20-Car alternative is capable of maintaining the current 10-minute, one-way trip
schedule while loading cars single file. Note that this alternative is very sensitive to assumptions
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of pedestrian passenger loading rate and number of pedestrians per trip. In Table 2 above, slack
time drops to zero as pedestrian count reaches 23 people. This effect is similar to operating
experience with the WHATCOM CHIEF. When pedestrian loads are high, or loading takes extra
time for any reason, schedule delays are likely, reducing system throughput.
None of the larger vessel alternatives can achieve a 10-minute trip time loading cars single file.
Since customers prefer a predictable schedule, 15-minute trip intervals would be the next logical
increment. The 30-car ferry achieves a theoretical throughput of 56 cars per hour, loading single
file, while the 34-car ferry is capable of loading 68 cars per hour.
Under the two-lane loading scenario, the 20-car, 28-car, and 34-car vessel options can achieve a
10-minute trip time and show increased peak capacities of 60, 84, and 102 vehicles per hour,
respectively, providing a significant increase in peak capacity. Any new vessel should be
designed to accommodate both single-lane and two-lane vehicle loading, enabling the system to
take advantage of future terminal upgrades.
Sailing Schedule
On its normal schedule, the WHATCOM CHIEF makes 39 round trips on weekdays, 19 round
trips on Saturday and 18 round trips on Sundays or Holidays. This schedule is shown in
Appendix B. For the 20-car vessel alternative and for the larger alternatives when utilizing twolane loading, this schedule can be maintained. If the 28-car and larger alternatives were loaded
single file utilizing existing terminals, a modified schedule would be necessary. Appendix C
shows a modified schedule reflecting 15-minute one-way trip times. On this latter schedule, the
vessel would make 33 round trips on weekdays. Figure 1 shows the resulting scheduled weekly
vehicle capacity for each alternative using the route schedules in Appendix B and C.
Figure 1: Scheduled Weekly Vehicle Capacity

Schedduled Capacity, One-way
(Cars/Week)
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ADDITIONAL VESSEL CONSIDERATIONS
Crew Requirements
Crew levels are set by the local Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection (OCMI) using guidance
from the Marine Safety Manual [2], and considering the vessel's route, arrangement, and
operating conditions. The WHATCOM CHIEF currently operates with a crew of three: a master,
a purser, and one deckhand. This is typical of small ferries such as the GUEMES, a 22-car ferry
operated by Skagit County, and maintaining the same crew level for the new vessel is preferred
to control operating costs. Additional crew would typically be required if the new vessel is
certified to carry more than 150 passengers or if passengers have access to more than one full
deck. A crew of three is anticipated for all alternatives considered in this memo.
Vessel Arrangement Considerations
Since the Lummi Island Ferry makes frequent and short runs, efficient loading and unloading of
passengers and cars is important to maintain schedule. Key features in this respect are vehicle
lanes of sufficient width for easy maneuvering, keeping traffic lanes relatively straight for ease
of maneuvering, and ease of pedestrian access. As noted earlier, arranging the vessel and
terminals so that pedestrians and cars can safely load simultaneously significantly shortens
load/unload times.
On a double-ended ferry in the range of sizes considered here, there are essentially three basic
options for deckhouse arrangement. The first locates the deckhouse on centerline with vehicle
lanes on either side. The deckhouse may also be located to one side of the vessel, with the
pilothouse directly above. A third option is a hybrid of first two, wherein the deckhouse is set to
one side of the vessel, but the pilothouse is located on centerline and supported by a steel bridge
structure spanning the vehicle deck. Assuming equivalent hull, propulsion systems, and
deckhouses of similar overall size, the choice of house arrangement has little or no effect on the
vessel performance in terms of stability or safety in high winds. However, each offers a different
combination of operational efficiency, aesthetics, and crew familiarity.
Centerline Deckhouse
The centerline deckhouse arrangement,
shown in Figure 2, mirrors that of the
WHATCOM CHIEF and is familiar to
the ridership and crew. The arrangement
provides the captain good visibility of the
entire car deck from the Pilothouse
windows, and his view of the bow is
symmetrical. With direct line of sight to
the deck and minimal obstructions, the
captain is able to communicate with the
crew through an open window. The
exhaust trunk is typically run through the
pilothouse at midships, which places the
exhaust stack behind the pilot's view
Figure 2: Centerline Deckhouse (Whatcom Chief)
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during transits, allowing clear views for navigation.
There are two primary disadvantages of the centerline arrangement. First, a centerline
deckhouse hinders efficient loading and unloading of the vessel. Since all vehicle lanes are
curved, loading and unloading large vehicles is more difficult as they must maneuver around the
house. Pedestrians must cross the vehicle lanes to enter the deckhouse, and cannot safely load at
the same time as vehicles. The second disadvantage relates to maintenance. A deckhouse on
centerline is located directly over the main engines. As a result, rigging engines and other
equipment in and out of the vessel for maintenance will be more difficult and expensive than the
other options.
Offset Deckhouse
A ferry with an offset house arrangement
is shown in Figure 3. This arrangement
provides better vehicle and pedestrian
flow on and off the vessel than a
centerline deckhouse. A dedicated safe
walking path can be provided, allowing
pedestrians and vehicles to be loaded
simultaneously. The center vehicle lanes
are straight, and large vehicles can be
loaded and unloaded easily without
having to maneuver around the
deckhouse.

Figure 3: Offset Deckhouse

Further, since the deckhouse is not
located directly over the main engines, rigging engines and other equipment in or out of the
vessel for maintenance will be less expensive than other arrangements. The arrangement also
allows a crane truck to roll on board the vessel for equipment removal if needed.
On the downside, the captain's view from the pilothouse is asymmetrical, which would require
some getting used to. Sightlines to the far side of the vessel are generally less favorable, whereas
the captain's view on the house side is enhanced. The outboard side of the deckhouse is also
more exposed, and proper consideration of terminal interface must be given to ensure the
deckhouse does not contact the dolphins when the vessel is docked in adverse weather. Fixed
ballast is typically required to balance the weight of the offset pilothouse. The aesthetic of the
offset house is unconventional and appears unbalanced, which may be off-putting to some
people.
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Hybrid Deckhouse
An example of the hybrid house arrangement
is shown in Figure 4. With a passenger cabin
located at the side of the vessel, the hybrid
deckhouse arrangement retains the loading and
unloading benefits of the offset pilothouse
arrangement, while keeping the pilothouse on
centerline. The arrangement provides a
conventional, symmetrical view from the
Pilothouse, similar to the centerline house
arrangement of the WHATCOM CHIEF, and
more in line with the captains' experience,
Figure 4: Hybrid House Arrangement
requiring less adjustment. From an aesthetic
standpoint, the hybrid deckhouse is still quite
different in appearance versus the centerline house; however the bridge structure and centered
pilothouse lend balance to the vessel making it appear more centered.
The pilothouse bridge structure imposes several disadvantages unique to the hybrid option.
Over-height vehicle loading would be restricted to the clearance height of the pilothouse bridge
structure. Control systems and wiring must be routed in the bridge structure, and is more
exposed in the event of a vehicle fire on deck when compared to the other deckhouse
configurations. The captain's access to the pilothouse is exposed to the weather.
A portion of the vehicle deck will be obstructed by the pilothouse bridge structure, and the
engine exhaust uptake creates a blind spot when looking directly to the one side of the vessel.
The exhaust uptake would inhibit the captain's visibility of vessel traffic running perpendicular to
vessel, and of dolphins in the berths. These obstructions can be minimized with careful design or
overcome by installing cameras with a screen in the pilothouse. Communication with the deck
crew through an open window is also somewhat limited by the pilothouse bridge structure, since
it obstructs line of sight and sound between the pilothouse and someone standing directly below.
Depending on final arrangement, additional rigging on the vehicle deck may be needed to
remove equipment from the engine room when compared to the offset deckhouse. If a crane
truck were brought on board to remove engines or other equipment, it would only have access to
the end of the vessel facing the shore. The vessel would need to be turned in its slip to access
both ends, which would require a tug if the vessel is without power.
The hybrid option would be more expensive than the other alternatives in both capital and
maintenance cost. The pilothouse bridge structure adds additional weight and construction cost.
There is also significantly more exposed side and deck surface area to paint and maintain,
including the exposed deck and underside of the pilothouse deck, and the supporting bulkheads
opposite the deckhouse.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
Design and construction of a new ferry will require between 25 and 36 months from start of
design to vessel delivery. Contract design development typically proceeds with an initial two to
three month preliminary design phase to validate performance and Owner's requirements,
establish overall configuration and arrangement, and select major ship systems. This is followed
by a six to nine month contract design phase in which the vessel design is developed and refined,
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and a vessel drawing package and technical specification are developed. Once the contract
design package is finalized and approved, three to six months should be allowed for bid package
development, bid solicitation, and contract award. Construction of a vessel in the size range can
be expected to take between fourteen and eighteen months from contact award to delivery of the
vessel.

REFERENCES

[1] J. M. G. Holtrop, "A Statistical Power Prediction Method," ISP, vol. 25, 1978.
[2] United States Coast Guard, Marine Safety Manual Volume III: Marine Industry Personnel,
COMDTINST 16000.8B Change 2, Washington, DC, July 15, 2017.
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Sailing Schedule, 10 Minutes one-way, 20 Minute Turn-around

Departure Lummi Island to Mainland
Departure Mainland to Lummi Island
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday/Holiday
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday/Holiday
AM
5:40
AM
5:50
6:00
6:10
6:20
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:10
7:10
7:10
7:20
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:10
8:10
8:10
8:20
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:10
9:10
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:20
10:30
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:10
11:10
11:10
11:20
11:30
11:40
11:50
PM
12:00
12:00
12:00 PM
12:10
12:10
12:10
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:20
1:30
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:10
2:10
2:10
2:20
2:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:10
3:10
3:10
3:30
3:40
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:10
4:10
4:10
4:20
4:30
4:50
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:10
5:10
5:10
5:20
5:30
5:40
5:50
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:10
6:10
6:10
6:20
6:30
7:00
7:00
6:40
7:10
7:10
7:10
7:20
7:30
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:10
8:10
8:50
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:10
9:10
9:10
9:20
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:10
10:10
10:10
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:10
11:10
11:10
AM
12:00
12:00
12:00 AM
12:10
12:10
12:10
12:20
12:30
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Appendix C: Sailing Schedule, 15 minutes One-way / 30 minute Turn-around
Departure Lummi Island to Mainland
Departure Mainland to Lummi Island
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday/Holiday
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday/Holiday
AM
5:30
AM
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:45
PM
12:00
12:00
12:00 PM
12:15
12:15
12:15
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:30
8:00
8:00
8:45
8:15
8:15
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:15
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:15
12:15
12:15
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:15
AM
12:00
12:00
12:00 AM
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:00
12:30
12:45

MEMORANDUM
Vessel:

M/V WHATCOM CHIEF

Engineer:

Kurt Jankowski

Reference:

J17098-06M

Date:

March 27 2018

Subject:

Lummi Island Ferry System – Task 4.2 – Maintenance/Reserve Vessels

Preliminary

INTRODUCTION
The M/V WHATCOM CHIEF is a vehicle ferry that operates between Lummi Island and
Gooseberry Point. Each year, the vessel is dry docked for maintenance. The length of the
maintenance period varies depending on the work to be completed, but usually lasts for two to
three weeks. Whatcom County typically leases a vessel for service to Lummi Island during this
time. The leased vessel provides passenger-only service and requires the ferry landings to be
reconfigured to allow the vessel to load passengers. The Lummi Island community has
suggested that a vehicle ferry would be preferable to a passenger-only ferry during the annual
maintenance period. Note that there would still be periods without ferry service during terminal
maintenance. This memorandum briefly examines the ability of several vehicle ferries located in
the Pacific Northwest to be used as a reserve vessel during the annual dry dock period.
POTENTIAL RESERVE VESSELS
M/V TREK
The M/V TREK is a vehicle ferry which is currently owned by a private operator and is located
in the Seattle area. The vessel is of similar size and capacity to the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF
and could likely provide an equivalent level of service. In 2014, Elliott Bay Design Group
(EBDG) studied the feasibilty of operating the M/V TREK in the terminals at Lummi Island and
Gooseberry Point [2]. The terminal interface analysis determined that several modifications to
the vessel would be required to allow it to safely operate in the existing terminals. These
modifications include extending the deck and decreasing the longitudinal extents of the bulwarks
as shown in Figure 1. Should the owner be amenable to modifying and leasing the vessel, the
M/V TREK could be utilized as a reserve vessel during the annual maintenance period. The cost
of leasing the vessel is not know.
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Figure 1: The suggested modifications to the M/V TREK (not to scale).

M/V HIYU
The M/V HIYU is a vehicle ferry that was previously operated by Washington State Ferries.
The vessel is significantly larger than the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF with a capacity of
approximately 34 vehicles. In 2015, EBDG studied the feasibility of operating the M/V HIYU in
the terminals at Lummi Island and Gooseberry Point [1]. The study determined that the terminal
dolphins and pilings would need to be widened to accommodate the larger vessel. In addition,
the deeper draft of the vessel resulted in the potential for groundings at the Lummi Island
terminal during periods of extreme low time. In 2017, the vessel was sold to a private operator
with the intention of converting it to a floating entertainment venue on Lake Union. It is not
known whether the conversion will allow the vessel to continue to operate as a traditional ferry,
nor if the owner would be interested in leasing the vessel.
M/V WHATCOM CHIEF
Upon completion of a replacement ferry, the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF could be operated as a
reserve vessel. This would allow for continued vehicle service with a vessel familiar to the crew
and passengers. However, owning a reserve vessel is likely more expensive than leasing a
reserve vessel for several reasons.
Primarily, the vessel would still require annual maintenance to keep it in a service ready
condition. The cost of the annual dry docking from 1998 to 2017 is shown in Figure 2 [4]. The
vessel's intermittent service profile could allow for a decrease in the overall maintenance cost of
approximately 15%, however, the cost would continue to grow due to the vessel's age. A rough
order of magnitude (ROM) projection of average reserve vessel maintenance cost is included in
Figure 2.
In addition to maintenance, the vessel would require year round storage when not in service and
ongoing insurance coverage.
The scale of the above costs compared to leasing is compounded by the fact that a future
replacement vessel would likely not require annual dry docking. While annual maintenance and
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inspections would still be required, these could by completed while the vessel was in the water
and the days out of service would be significantly reduced. For these reasons, maintaining the
M/V WHATCOM CHIEF as a reserve vessel is anticipated to be cost prohibitive.
$700,000

Annual Dry Dock Cost

$600,000
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$400,000
$300,000
$200,000
$100,000
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Reserve Service

Figure 2: The annual dry dock cost for the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF from 1998 to 2017 [4]. ROM projections are
included for continuing primary service and reserve service.

M/V GUEMES
The M/V GUEMES is a vehicle ferry which operates between Guemes Island and Anacortes.
The ferry has a capacity of approximately 21 vehicles and operates on a route similar to the M/V
WHATCOM CHIEF. EBDG previously examined the ability of the M/V GUEMES to operate
in the Lummi Island and Gooseberry Point terminals [2]. The study concluded that the vessel
was compatible with the terminals without modification. A replacement for the ferry is currently
being designed. It is not known what will be done with the vessel once the replacement ferry
enters into service. However, based on a 2013 Ferry Replacement Plan completed by EBDG
(see Reference [3]), the cost of operating the M/V GUEMES is anticipated to be on the same
order of magnitude as the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF. In addition to the maintenance, storage,
and insuring of the vessel, there would be an additional cost for purchasing the vessel.
Therefore, similar to the M/V WHATCOM CHIEF, owning the M/V GUEMES as a reserve
vessel is anticipated to be more expensive than leasing a reserve vessel.
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MEMORANDUM
Vessel:

M/V WHATCOM CHIEF

Engineer:

Eileen Tausch

Reference:

17098-04M

Date:

March 7, 2018

Subject:

Lummi Island Ferry System – Task 4.3 – Alternative Fuel Analysis

Preliminary

INTRODUCTION
Whatcom County operates a ferry service to Lummi Island using the WHATCOM CHIEF, a
ferry with a conventional diesel propulsion system. A number of alternative fuel options have
become popular since the WHATCOM CHIEF was constructed in the 1960s. Whatcom County
Public Works and Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Committee (LIFAC) are reviewing alternative
vessel configurations to support their ongoing Level of Service (LOS) initiative. This
memorandum evaluates alternative fuels to meet the desired long term LOS goal of providing a
carbon neutral vessel to the greatest extent possible for the Lummi Island Ferry.
ALTERNATIVE PROPULSION OPTIONS
Three alternative propulsion options were examined and compared to the baseline of
conventional diesel propulsion. The general propulsion system arrangement, advantages and
disadvantages, and a rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost were examined for each option.
The following propulsion options were considered:
•
•
•
•

Conventional Diesel Engines (baseline)
Dual Fuel Engines (LNG and diesel)
Diesel Electric Hybrid
All Electric

Conventional Diesel
A conventional direct drive diesel propulsion arrangement is considered as the baseline option.
This option would be almost identical to the current propulsion system on the WHATCOM
CHIEF. Each end of the vessel would have a designated diesel engine, reduction gear, shaft, and
propeller. Two ship service diesel generators (SSDG) would be required for hotel loads, such as
lighting, navigation equipment, and machinery.
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Figure 1: Conventional Diesel Propulsion System

The propulsion engines and SSDGs on the WHATCOM CHIEF were installed prior to the
rollout of the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) tier requirements. All new
marine diesel engines must meet the emissions requirements set forth in the EPA regulations [1].
Engines producing over 600 kW (804 HP) must meet Tier 4 requirements, which require an
exhaust treatment system. All engines below 600 kW must meet Tier 3 requirements, consisting
of the same basic Tier IV engine without the exhaust treatment system. The vessel sizes
considered in the Vessel Alternative Analysis [2] are expected to require propulsion engines
within the Tier 3 range. This is an important breakpoint for both complexity and cost of the
system. Even with the use of only Tier III diesel propulsion engines and SSDGs, there will be a
reduction in particulate matter, Nitrogen oxides (NOx), and Sulphur oxides (SOx) emissions
when compared to the WHATCOM CHIEF.
Advantages:
• Reliable
• Simple
• Least expensive
• Requires no additional crew training
Disadvantages:
• Highest fuel consumption and GHG emissions
• Expensive to retrofit to an alternative fuel option
Dual Fuel
Dual fuel marine propulsion engines can operate with either liquefied natural gas (LNG) or
diesel fuel. As a result, both diesel and LNG fuel handling systems would be required. The
remainder of the system is identical to the conventional diesel with reduction gears, shafts, fixed
or controllable pitch propellers, and two SSDGs.
The infrastructure required for LNG results in a significantly higher capital cost. In addition to
the diesel fuel handling system, a dual fuel engine would require LNG system infrastructure. As
LNG is a gas at room temperature, a cryogenic tank below -260°F would be require to maintain
the LNG as a liquid. Any connection points in the system are considered hazardous zones,
including the outlet from the cryogenic tank to the vaporizer (required to convert the liquid
natural gas to gaseous form), the vaporizer connection to the piping system, and the piping
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system connection to the engine. The tank would likely require a dedicated gas tight
compartment within the hull. In accordance with regulations for gas-fueled ships, double walled
piping would be required for the entire system. If the engine connection point is not also double
walled, it could also be considered a hazardous zone requiring either a dedicated gas tight
compartment or enclosure, making access difficult for maintenance.
Minimal shore-side infrastructure would be required for bunkering procedures as the fuel supply
would likely be small enough to be delivered by truck. A bunkering station would be required
on the vessel to provide the connection point. This location on the vessel, likely on the car deck,
would be considered a hazardous zone.
There are potential operation and maintenance cost savings with the use of LNG as a fuel.
According to the United States Department of Energy, diesel was about $0.30 per equivalent
gallon more expensive than LNG on the West Coast in July, 2017- $2.85 per gallon of diesel
compared to $2.54 per equivalent gallon of diesel for LNG [3]. The engine maintenance costs
would decrease as LNG is a cleaner fuel than diesel, requiring less maintenance due to
particulate matter. Fuel handling system maintenance costs would increase with the addition of a
separate, more complex fuel system. The capital cost of a dual fuel system would be greater than
that of a conventional diesel system; an increase in price of $500-750K is possible for just the
cryogenic tank, vaporizers, and double walled piping.
LNG as a fuel results in a significant reduction in carbon emissions, but a possible increase in
methane emissions [4]. Carbon dioxide makes up about 76% of all current greenhouse gas
emissions and results in atmospheric effects lasting thousands of years [5]. However, the effect
is methane is not trivial and should be considered as well. Methane exists in the atmosphere for
a much shorter period of time on the order of 10 years, but the global warming potential of the
gas in that period is 28-36 times that of carbon dioxide [6]. Much of the current focus in the
industry is to reduce carbon emissions, but the emissions of alternative fuel options should be
considered as well.
Dual fuel engines do not currently exist in the size range required for Whatcom County. Table 1
shows the smallest available size in dual fuel engines from the top manufacturers. While a dual
fuel propulsion system is not currently feasible for the replacement Lummi Island ferry, new
engines may be available at the time of vessel replacement.
Table 1: Currently Available Dual Fuel Engines

Manufacturer
MAN
Wärtsilä
Caterpillar

Model No.
28/32SDF
20DF
M34DF

Output
1,275 hp
1,450 hp
4,000 hp

Hybrid Diesel Electric
A diesel electric propulsion system utilizes centralized propulsion generator sets to power
electric motors that rotate the propeller shafts. As shown in Figure 2, the power generated by
two diesel generator sets is distributed through a propulsion switchboard. As the propulsion
system is electric, the ship service loads do not require an additional generating plant; thus
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requiring no SSDGs. Instead, the propulsion switchboard distributes power either to the electric
propulsion motors or to the ship service distribution system.

Figure 2: Hybrid Diesel Electric Propulsion System

A general rule of thumb for double-ended ferries is that 80-90% of the required propulsion
power is provided by the aft propeller pushing and the other 10-20% is provided by the forward
propeller pulling. On a conventional direct drive vessel each end has a separate propulsion train
requiring each engine to be sized large enough to provide at least 80% of the required propulsion
power. The generation of propulsion power on a diesel electric vessel is additive, allowing the
use of smaller engines in the generator sets. However, the diesel electric system has power
conversion losses to consider within the electric motor and other equipment, yielding a typical
efficiency of only 90% at rated power. This efficiency can fall even farther when operating at a
partial load.
Conventional vs. Hybrid Diesel Electric
There are two primary types of diesel electric propulsion systems: conventional and hybrid. A
conventional diesel electric propulsion system utilizes the electric generators to provide energy
directly to the propulsion motors and ship service distribution system. A hybrid diesel electric
propulsion system uses the electric generators to charge on-board batteries, which are then used
to supplement the power going to the propulsion motors. This is explained in more detail below,
but it is important to understand the distinction between the two types of systems.
While diesel electric systems have been in operation for decades and are proven and reliable, the
hybrid (battery) part of this propulsion system is still relatively novel. Only a small number of
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ferries in North America currently utilize a hybrid system, but the technology is advancing
quickly and more vessels are utilizing hybrid propulsion systems every year.
A conventional diesel electric system (without batteries) is not recommended for this vessel due
to the route profile and size of vessel being considered. Diesel electric propulsion systems are
most efficient on vessels with widely varying load profiles; such as those with dynamic
positioning or a mix of high and low speeds. Since the route is short and hotel loads do not vary
significantly during operation, a conventional diesel propulsion system would likely be more fuel
efficient than a conventional diesel electric propulsion system.
As previously discussed, the addition of a battery bank creates a hybrid diesel electric propulsion
system. There are many ways to apply hybrid propulsion technology. For the route,
configuration, and size of vessel being considered, a peak-shaving hybrid diesel electric system
would be advantageous. In this scenario, a single propulsion diesel generator set would run
constantly in normal operations at an efficient loading; typically 90% of the maximum
continuous rating (MCR). As shown in Figure 4 by the solid blue line, the generator will run
continuously at approximately 275 kW (assuming the 34-car vessel). The batteries were sized to
provide the extra power needed during departure, transit, and arrivals conditions; shown in the
red stripes in Figure 4. This allows the generators to be sized for a lower average power rather
than the peak transit power. The low power periods during the loading and unloading operations
are used to recharge the battery bank; shown in the blue stripes in Figure 4. Repurposing these
low power periods to recharge the batteries maintains a constant load on the generator.
Diesel Electric Hybrid Peak Shaving
Battery Propulsion Power

Generator Power Charging Batteries
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Figure 3: Diesel Electric Hybrid Peak Shaving Load Profile

The current trend in the marine industry is towards lithium-ion batteries, specifically Lithium
Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide (NMC). The top marine battery manufacturers (Spear Power
Systems, Corvus Energy, and Plan B Energy Systems) produce NMC lithium-ion battery systems
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as their flagship system. Figure 3 shows a Spear Power
Systems SMAR-11N 65 kilowatt hour (kWh) NMC battery
bank.
Batteries in the size range necessary for a hybrid propulsion
system require installation in a dedicated battery room with, at a
minimum, structural fire protection and a fixed fire suppression
system. The battery system would also require either air or
liquid cooling support systems, such as cooling fans or keel
coolers. It may be advantageous to oversize the battery room
on a hybrid diesel electric vessel to allow for easier conversion
to a fully electric vessel in the future.
Figure 4: Spear Power Systems

Safety of lithium-ion batteries, including the fire risk of thermal
Battery Rack – 65 kWh
runaway events, is a concern that must be addressed. Significant
improvements have been made in the past five years, both to the batteries themselves and to the
design of the safety systems in support of the applications. Manufacturers have introduced
safety features within the batteries to prevent thermal runaway from propagating between cells
(including cooling), improve remote monitoring and safety gas venting systems, and provide
high temperature automatic shutdown of the affected electrical system. The inclusion of cooling
systems for battery racks is a recent improvement to vastly reduce the risk of a thermal runaway
(fire) event by maintaining a low enough temperature in the rack.
Standards and Regulations regarding battery propulsion systems are in flux, but the increased
risk of a hybrid system can be mitigated. The Norwegian Maritime Authority (NMA), DNV GL,
ABS, and BV have published regulations for marine battery propulsion systems that may form a
basis for future United States Coast Guard (USCG) regulations. At this time, there are no direct
USCG regulations covering battery propulsion systems.
Advantages:
• The combination of electric motors and batteries can provide more torque at low
propeller speeds, and can respond faster than a diesel engine, leading to better
maneuverability while docking or undocking.
• No shore side modifications would be required as the onboard generators would
recharge the batteries.
• Battery power could more easily be expanded in the future to convert to an all-electric
operation.
• The use of a single, smaller generator could result in fuel savings.
• As fuel savings are directly proportional to carbon reductions, a carbon emission
reduction on the same order as the fuel savings could be expected.
• Reduced engine maintenance with only one propulsion generator normally running
and the elimination of the SSDGs.
• Electric propulsion is quieter than direct drive; resulting in less environmental impact
and a quieter ride for passengers.
• With a variable frequency drive the propeller can rotate at different speeds, increasing
efficiencies at low speeds.
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Disadvantages:
• The system is more complicated than the baseline diesel and would require crew
training on the new system.
• Failures in electrical components can be difficult to diagnose without specialized
outside support services, increasing the reliance on outside specialists.
• The capital cost of the hybrid system is higher than the baseline conventional diesel
system.
Significant Hybrid Vessels:
• BC Ferries has ordered two hybrid 44-car ferries, shown in Figure 5, for operation on
the Powell River-Texada Island and Port McNeill-Alert Bay-Sointula routes. The
vessels are under construction in Europe and delivery is expected in 2020.
• Kitsap Transit has ordered one hybrid 150-passenger fast ferry for operation on Puget
Sound and in Sinclair Inlet. The vessel is slated to begin construction at All
American Marine in Bellingham.
• Red and White Fleet, a San Francisco based tour service, has ordered a hybrid 600passenger, Subchapter K vessel for operation in San Francisco Bay, shown in Figure
5. The vessel is under construction at All American Marine in Bellingham and
delivery is expected in 2018.
• Many examples of successful hybrid operations on car ferries exist in Europe and
include major vessels in the Scandlines and Caledonian MacBrayne fleets.

Figure 5: Hybrid Diesel-Electric Ferry Renderings – (left) BC Ferries [7], (right) Red and White Fleet [8]

All-Electric
The last propulsion option is coined all-electric, but still includes the option of a diesel
propulsion generator infrastructure. In typical operations, lithium-ion batteries would supply the
entire propulsion load. Recognizing concerns about the electricity infrastructure, power outages,
or emergency operations, one or two onboard propulsion diesel generators could serve as a
reserve option. Alternatively, a diesel generator could be installed at the terminal to provide an
emergency charging source for the onboard batteries.
The general propulsion arrangement, shown in Figure 6, is very similar to the hybrid diesel
electric option previously discussed. However, the total battery capacity would be significantly
larger than the hybrid system to supply the entire round trip propulsion load – 1,000 kWh vs 100
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kWh. Two separate battery banks of approximately 500 kWh each would be installed in separate
battery rooms. All structural fire protection, fire suppression, and cooling systems related to the
batteries discussed for the hybrid diesel electric system would also be required for the all-electric
system.

Figure 6: All-Electric Propulsion System

Due to the lack of power infrastructure on Lummi Island, it is assumed all shore power charging
would occur on the mainland at Gooseberry Point. The shore power technology is currently the
bottleneck for an all-electric option. Current options include the Stemmann-Technik
FerryCharger, Cavotec Automatic Plug-in System (APS), and Wärtsilä wireless inductive
charging system. Most vessels in Europe currently employing these technologies have piers or
docks to moor alongside for loading and unloading operations, simplifying the infrastructure
requirements at the terminal.
The mooring arrangement currently utilized by Whatcom County is not optimal for these
automatic charging arrangements. At minimum, a new dolphin or pile would likely need to be
installed for mounting the systems as the onboard connection points have typically been located
above deck near midship. Automatic vacuum mooring systems, such as the Cavotec
MoorMaster, are commonly used in conjunction with the automatic charging systems to ensure a
fully automated process.
A manual shore power system could also be considered as an option. The system would likely
be a low voltage system, so crewmembers could connect the plug manually. However, this
would likely require additional crew as to maintain concurrent vessel loading and unloading
operations.
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The capital cost for both the shore power connection system and related infrastructure are
currently very expensive, and could potentially be on the same order as the vessel cost.
However, the development of these technologies is advancing extremely quickly. So while the
shore-side cost may be a limiting factor in the decision for an all-electric vessel today, it should
be revisited in the future when the design of the new vessel commences.
Additionally, the current fast turnaround operation of the WHATCOM CHIEF makes shore
power charging extremely difficult. A high rate of power would be required to charge the vessel
in the current time available. Extending the for loading and unloading operations at the mainland
would reduce the power requirement and increase the feasibility of such an operation.
Advantages:
• In normal operation, no diesel fuel would be used.
• Similarly, direct carbon emissions from the vessel would be eliminated. Total carbon
emissions would is dependent on source of electrical power, and would improve over
time as more renewable options become available.
• The combination of electric motors and batteries can provide more torque at low
propeller speeds, and can respond faster than a diesel engine, leading to better
maneuverability while docking or undocking.
• Vast reduction in engine maintenance.
• Electric propulsion is quieter than direct drive; resulting in less environmental impact and
a quieter ride for passengers.
Disadvantages:
• Batteries will require replacement every 5-10 years.
• The system is significantly more complicated than the baseline diesel and would require
crew training on the new system.
• Failures in electrical components can be difficult to diagnose without specialized outside
support services, increasing the reliance on outside specialists.
• The capital cost of the all-electric system is higher than both the baseline conventional
diesel and hybrid diesel electric systems.
• Shore power charging system is expensive, may require significant shore-side
modifications, and may not be feasible with the current schedule.
Significant All-Electric Vessels:
• The AMPERE, Figure 7, completed in 2015 and owned by Norled AS in Norway, was
the first all-electric ferry in the world. It has been in successful operation since delivery
and provides the basis for subsequent all-electric ferries.
• The GEE’S BEND, Figure 7, a small car ferry in Alabama, is retrofitting the propulsion
system to all-electric with the addition of two small battery banks. The conversion is
expected in mid-2018.
• A number of all-electric vessels have either been ordered or are under construction for
Norled and Fjord1 ferry operators in Norway.
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Figure 7: All-Electric Vessels – (left) AMPERE in Norway, (right) GEES BEND future conversion

COST ESTIMATES
ROM cost estimates were completed for the hybrid diesel electric and all-electric options as
adjustments to the baseline. The hybrid diesel-electric system was estimated at an 18% higher
cost than the baseline and an all-electric system was estimated at a 28% higher cost than
baseline. Equipment removals and additions were analyzed in relation to the baseline
conventional diesel system to determine the percent increase in vessel capital cost. Removals
include the propulsion engines and SSDGs. Additions include propulsion generators, electric
motors, batteries, power conversion equipment, propulsion drives, propulsion switchboards,
additional structure, fire suppression, and additional monitoring systems. Any costs related to
the shore-side modifications for the all-electric system are not considered in the following tables;
these costs are significant, on the order of millions, and will have to be analyzed prior to
propulsion system selection.
Table 2: ROM Vessel Cost Adjustments [9]

20 Car Ferry
28 Car Ferry
34 Car Ferry

Conventional Diesel
$5,802,000
$8,050,000
$9,129,000

Hybrid Diesel Electric
$6,847,000
$9,499,000
$10,772,000

All-Electric
$7,398,000
$10,264,000
$11,640,000

Table 3: Operating Cost Adjustments [9]

Consumables
(Fuel, Lube Oil, Electricity)
Annual Maintenance

Hybrid Diesel Electric

All-Electric

Small reduction possible

50% reduction possible

Slight change, if any

Reduction likely

Table 4: Major Maintenance Costs and Periods

Engine Replacement
Battery Replacement
1
2

100 kWh battery bank
1,000 kWh battery bank

Conventional Diesel
$200,000
10 years
-

Hybrid Diesel Electric1
$300,000
15 years
$65,000
7.5 years

All-Electric2
$650,000
5 years
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Assumptions were made as follows:
• Lithium-ion batteries at $650 per kWh. This is expected to drop significantly in the next
5-10 years.
• Electricity at $0.06 per kWh; the Pacific Northwest has an extremely low cost of
electricity relative to the rest of the United States due to the abundance of hydropower.
• Diesel Engines at $100,000 each – assumed a CAT C18 engine.
• Diesel Generator Sets at $150,000 each – assumed a CAT C18 engine with propulsion
generator.
• Diesel fuel at $3.00 per gallon.
• The hybrid diesel electric system can result in fuel savings, but the system will have to be
sized to perform at maximum efficiency.
• Hybrid diesel electric major engine maintenance can be performed at greater intervals as
the conventional diesel because only one engine will be operating at a time; essentially
reducing the engine hours by half.

CONCLUSIONS
The conventional diesel propulsion system is the least expensive in terms of capital cost. The
WHATCOM CHIEF has been in successful operation for over 50 years with this system – it is
proven, reliable, and safe.
However, the state of technology in the marine environment is advancing quickly and more ferry
operators are making the conversion to electric propulsion, whether hybrid or all-electric. The
Lummi Island route is well suited to an all-electric system, but the fast turnaround time at the
dock presents a challenge for the shore power charging.
A hybrid diesel-electric system presents an advantage over the conventional diesel in terms of
future adoption of an all-electric system or even just a conversion to a plug-in hybrid when the
shore power charging technology catches up. With a more detailed study and work to optimize
the breakpoint between the generator and battery bank, the hybrid system could have fuel
savings and a lower operating cost when compared to the conventional diesel system. For these
reasons, and the reduction in the cost of batteries in the next 5-10 years, the hybrid diesel-electric
propulsion system is recommended for further study. The relative infeasibility and extremely
high cost of the all-electric shore-side charging system should not prevent LIFAC and Whatcom
County from investigating an all-electric propulsion system in the preliminary vessel design
phase. Future advancements in technology and probable reductions in cost may make an
automatic shore power charging system feasible for the Lummi Island route.
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MEMORANDUM
Vessel:

M/V WHATCOM CHIEF

Engineer:

Michael Johnson

Reference:

17098-05M

Date:

March 13, 2018

Subject:

Task 4.4 – Vessel Costs

Preliminary

INTRODUCTION
Whatcom County operates a ferry service to Lummi Island using the WHATCOM CHIEF, a
ferry with a capacity of 16 cars. The ferry service is at capacity during the summer months, with
passengers sometimes experiencing wait times up to two hours. Whatcom County Public Works
and Lummi Island Ferry Advisory Council (LIFAC) are reviewing alternatives to support their
ongoing Level of Service (LOS) initiative. This memorandum presents the estimated capital and
annual operating and maintenance costs of three notional vessel alternatives. The estimates are
preliminary and derived parametrically from similar vessels.
PROCEDURE
Construction costs, and annual operating and maintenance costs are estimated for the three vessel
size alternatives, developed in Task 4.1 Vessel Alternatives Analysis, [1]. Each represents a
notional double-ended car and passenger ferry certified under USCG 46 CFR Subchapter T, and
capable of carrying 150 passengers and 20, 28, or 34 cars. The particulars of each alterative are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Vessel Alternatives

Alternative

Length
Overall
(ft)

Beam
(ft)

Depth (ft)

Draft (ft)

Lightship
Weight
(LT)

Design
Displacement
(LT)

20-Car Ferry

120

48

12

7

254

334

28-Car Ferry

160

50

13

7.25

374

478

34-Car Ferry

175

50

13.5

7.5

427

548
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Construction Cost
Shipyard Construction Costs
Vessel Construction Cost was estimated parametrically based on the vessel weights estimated
earlier in [1]. The estimated weights are broken down into six U.S. Navy Ship Weight
Breakdown System (SWBS) weight categories: The categories used were structure, propulsion
machinery, electrical power systems, electronics, auxiliary systems, and outfit. The six SWBS
weight categories were assigned two cost factors. The first was dollars per pound of material,
representing a material cost, and the second was labor hours per long ton, representing an
installation cost.
Cost factors for each SWBS group were based on EBDG data for steel construction. The
average labor rate for construction was taken as $65.00 per hour for construction in the Pacific
Northwest. Overhead costs were assigned to SWBS Group 800 and were based on 15% of
materials and 13% of labor hours (steel construction). An additional mark-up of 17% was added
to all materials. The shipyard profit is included in the labor rate and the material mark-up. The
resulting costs for each alternative represent the approximate contract fee for a shipyard to
construct the vessel.
Non-shipyard Costs
To arrive at total capital expenditures for vessel procurement, estimates were made for nonshipyard costs before, during, and after construction. Costs for contract design development, bid
package development, and contracting prior to construction was estimated based on EBDG data
for vessels of similar size and complexity. Shipyard oversight including inspection, design
review, and contract management during construction were estimated based on an 18 month
construction period, assuming one full time contract manager plus three staff providing
construction support and inspection part time. Crew training was estimated assuming 2 weeks of
training for eleven crewmembers. An allowance of 1% of the shipyard contract cost was
assumed for procurement of spare parts and special tools, and post-delivery support was
estimated assuming one person working 25% time for twelve months.
Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs
Annual operating costs were assessed in five categories: Fuel and Lube Oil, Miscellaneous
Operating Expenses, Annual Maintenance, Vessel Insurance, and Salaries and Benefits. Costs of
ferry system operation not directly affected by ferry replacement such as facilities maintenance,
utilities, terminal upgrades and maintenance, and overhead costs were not assessed for this
memo. However, a total for other non-vessel system costs, taken from the 2016 ferry operations
report data [2], has been included to provide a consistent basis for comparison between options.
Fuel and Lube oil
Fuel costs were calculated by assigning a different load factor for the engines to each segment of
the voyage models developed in [1] to create an engine load factor for operation. The load factor
was then multiplied by scheduled operating times for weekday and weekend operations to arrive
at weekly factored engine hours. The factored engine hours, estimated installed horsepower, and
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a nominal fuel rate based on EPA Tier 3 high speed engines were then used to calculate fuel
usage. Lube oil costs are estimated an assuming 18-gallon engine sump capacity, and one oil
change per 7500 gallons of fuel burned. Assumed unit costs for fuel and lube oil are shown in
Table 2
Table 2: Consumable Unit Costs

Item
Fuel

Price
$2.03

Unit
per gallon

Lube Oil

$8.00

per gallon

Miscellaneous Operating Expenses
An allowance of $63,000 per year for miscellaneous operating costs, based on 2016 vessel
operating and maintenance costs provided by Whatcom County Public Works. This allowance
accounts for miscellaneous labor, parts, and supplies to support vessel operation.
Annual Maintenance
Average annual maintenance and repair costs were assumed to average 2.5% of the estimated
capital cost of the vessel for each alternative. Year to year maintenance cost can vary
considerably, however this percentage is representative of routine maintenance costs for a new
vessel.
In addition to routine annual maintenance, major machinery overhauls will be required,
beginning around the 10th year of vessel operation. Overhaul costs will vary depending on
propulsion system other details of the replacement vessel. For evaluating vessel size
alternatives, one overhaul every 10 years at 8% of the vessel's shipyard cost may be assumed.
Vessel Insurance
Vessel insurance for the WHATCOM CHIEF was $60,100 in 2016. Vessel insurance is divided
into hull insurance, and protection and indemnity (P&I) coverage. Estimated hull insurance for
the new vessel alternatives was calculated as 0.43% of the estimated capital cost for the vessel
while P&I coverage is calculated at $7,700 per crewmember, based on budgetary guidance [3].
Salaries and Benefits
As noted in [1], crew requirements for all new vessels being considered, are expected to be
identical to current operations with the WHATCOM CHIEF. Salary and Benefits from 2016
operating expenses [2] were used to provide a consistent basis of comparison.
Other System Expenses
A total value for non-ferry operating expenses is included in the results below to provide a
consistent basis for comparison between options. The value was derived by deducting ferry
operation and maintenance costs, vessel insurance, and salaries and benefits from total expenses
budget and represents all other costs associated with operating the ferry system.
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RESULTS
Estimated vessel construction costs for each option are summarized below in Table 3 The vessel
construction costs reflect anticipated construction cost of a typical vessel in today's vessel
construction market. Actual cost will vary depending on vessel configuration and details
selected during vessel design and market conditions at the time of construction.
Table 3: Vessel Construction Costs

20 Car Ferry 28 Car Ferry 34 Car Ferry
Shipyard Cost

$5,802,000

$8,050,000

$9,129,000

Design and Bid

$543,000

$543,000

$543,000

Construction Support and
Commissioning

$1,028,000

$1,051,000

$1,061,000

Total

$7,373,000

$9,644,000

$10,733,000

Estimated annual operating and maintenance costs for each option are presented in Table 4,
along with 2016 operating costs for comparison. Annual fuel and lube oil costs are expected to
be 30 to 50% higher than the WHATCOM CHIEF, depending on the option selected. Annual
maintenance costs are anticipated to decrease significantly, particularly in the first years of vessel
ownership, reflecting the decreased maintenance burden of operating a new vessel. Estimated
10-year overall overhaul costs, estimated at 8% of shipyard cost, are $464,000, $644,000, and
$730,320 for the 20, 28, and 34 car options respectively.
Table 4: Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs

Whatcom
Chief (2016)

20 Car
Ferry

28 Car
Ferry

34 Car
Ferry

Fuel and Lube Oil

$98,000

$142,000

$183,000

$206,000

Misc. Operating Costs

$63,000

$63,000

$63,000

$63,000

Annual Maintenance

$518,000

$145,000

$201,000

$228,000

Vessel Insurance

$60,000

$48,000

$58,000

$62,000

Salaries and Benefits

$1,259,000

$1,259,000

$1,259,000

$1,259,000

Other System Expenses

$873,000

$873,000

$873,000

$873,000

Total

$2,871,000

$2,530,000

$2,637,000

$2,691,000

KPFF
3/13/18
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